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QUESTION 1

When creating integration in Oracle Integration Cloud (OIC), a visual mapper enables your element nodes between
applications by dragging source element nodes onto target element nodes. Which statement is NOT true about the OIC
data mapper functionality? 

A. When you navigate to the mapper, the Expression Builder launches in user-friendly mode by default when you select
a target element. 

B. The data structure for the target service is always displayed on the right side in the Designer view 

C. All transformation mapping use extensible Stylesheet language (XSL) 

D. All source and Target data objects will be represented internally as JSON structures 

E. In the Designer view, the Sources section contains the data structures of all available data objects to include
integration metadata, tracking variables, global variables, and integration property values 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are tasked with creating a new integration in OIC that will be exposed to clients as a SOAP web service. In addition,
this integration will be invoking an external SOAP web service as part of the orchestration flow logic. 

In your creation of these SOAP adapter connection components, which is a valid consideration? 

A. You must explicitly specify the target server TLS version for the external web service outbound Invoke connection
configuration. 

B. The WSDL URL property value can be defined by uploading a file for either the inbound Trigger connection or the
outbound Invoke connection configurations. 

C. The SAML and OAuth security policies are available options for creating either the inbound Trigger connection or the
outbound Invoke connection configurations. 

D. Suppress insertion of timestamp into the request and Ignore timestamp in the response message are optional fields
only for the outbound Invoke connection configuration. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/soap-adapter/create- connection.html 

 

QUESTION 3

You are designing an OIC integration that will be processing files in a shared file system located within your on-
premises data center. You have decided to leverage various Stage File action operationswithin the integration flow in
conjunction with an on-premises OIC connectivity agent. 

When using the Configure Stage File Action Wizard, which is a valid consideration regarding file operation capabilities? 
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A. The Write File operation is not available foron-premises file systems. 

B. The List Files operation is still available for files uploaded through the connectivity agent. 

C. With regard to both the Read Entire File and Read File in Segments operations, files uploaded through the
connectivity agent canonly be read with a file reference. 

D. Files uploaded through the connectivity agent cannot be unzipped with the Unzip File operation using the file
reference. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/integrations- user/create-orchestrated-
integrations.html#GUID-4357B1C8-0FBB-482F-9ED4- 041ADE1B857F 

 

QUESTION 4

You are assigned to review the specifications of the SOA composite applications that have been deployed to your SOA
Cloud Service instance. Part of this analysis requires you to catalog the Service Component Architecture (SCA)
components that are implemented within each composite application. 

Which is a valid SCA component in an Oracle SOA composite application? 

A. BAM Adapter 

B. B2B Agreement 

C. MFT Adapter 

D. Mediator 

E. Split-Join 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

When considering the management of plan entitlements in the API Platform Cloud Service, which two statements are
valid? 

A. Two entitlements of the same plan cannotpoint to the same entire API, or to the same action in an API. 

B. A given API can only be entitled by one plan at a time. 

C. You must have Service Manager role permissions to manage plan entitlements. 

D. An entitlement is the relationship between a plan and an API that defines how a client application can access the
API. 

E. A given plan defines entitlements to only one specific API. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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Explanation: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/api-platform-cloud/apfad/manage-api- entitlements.html#GUID-
F11CD88F-F269-41B1-8236-3FC3D62014B1 Understand API EntitlementsAn entitlement is the relationship between
an API and a Plan that defines how a client application can access the API. There is a many-to-many relationship
between plans and APIs. A given plan can haveentitlements to multiple APIs; for example, to group related APIs. A
given API can be entitled by multiple plans; for example, to provide different quality of service criteria. Note that two
entitlements of the same plan cannot point to the same entire API, or to the same action in an API. 
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